Introduction

The Currency Fixing of the European Central Bank
The European Central Bank (ECB) sets currency fixings every working day in Frankfurt at 2:15 p.m. Frankfurt time. The actual procedure of this fixing is done by observing the spot rates in the inter bank market, in which the ECB also participates. Traders of the ECB in various locations get together to decide on how to set the fixing. The quantity quoted is not a bid price or an offer price the ECB or anybody else necessarily trades at, but is rather used for statistical and official means, for instance tax computation or economic research. An example of the ECB37 REUTERS screen is presented in Figure 1 . Corporate treasures often prefer an independent source for currency exchange rates that provides a reference rate for their underlying under consideration. This way they are not bound to their own bank that might move the quoted cut-off rate in favor of their own position. The key features to stress are the following.
1. The ECB fixing is not tradable.
The ECB fixing is published with a delay of 10-20 minutes.
In this paper we analyze the impact on the value for the short position of a discretely monitored reverse knock-out, as the problems mentioned above impose additional uncertainty when it comes to determining a proper hedge. Most of the hedging error is expected in the case of jumps in the payoff of the option, which is why we restrict ourselves to the liquidly traded up-and-out call option. The currency-pairs under consideration are EUR-USD, USD-JPY, USD-CHF and EUR-GBP.
Model and Payoff
To model the exchange rate we choose a geometric Brownian motion,
under the risk-neutral measure. As usual, r d denotes the domestic interest rate, r f the foreign interest rate, σ the volatility. These parameters are assumed to be constant in this paper. For contract parameters maturity in years T , strike K and knock-out barrier B, fixing schedule 0 = t 0 < t 1 < t 2 . . . , t n = T , the payoffs for the vanilla and for a discretely monitored up-and-out barrier option under consideration are
where F t denotes the fixing of the underlying exchange rate at time t, II the indicator function and φ a put-call indicator taking the value +1 for a call and −1 for a put. Of course, F t is usually close to S t , the spot at time t, but it may differ as well. We start with payoffs
whose values are explicitly known in the Black-Scholes model. In this model, the values are called theoretical value (TV).
Analysis Procedure
1. We simulate the spot process with a Monte Carlo simulation using an Euler-discretization. Furthermore, we use a Mersenne Twister pseudo random number generator by Takuji Nishimura and Makoto Matsumoto [5] and a library to compute the inverse of the normal cumulative distribution function written by Barry W. Brown et al. [2] .
2. We model the ECB-fixing F t by
where µ and σ are estimated from historic data. Note that F t denotes the ECB-fixing at time t, which is nonetheless only announced 10 -20 minutes later. We denote this time delay by ∆ ECB (T 4. We do this for various currency pairs, parameter scenarios, varying the rates, volatilities, maturities, barriers and strikes. We expect a significant impact particularly for reverse knock-out barrier options due to the jump of the payoff and hence the large delta hedge quantity.
Error Estimation
Note that since we expect the resulting errors to be fairly small, we introduce a bid/offer-spread δ for the spot, which is of the size of 2 basis points in the inter bank market. We consider the following options in detail.
European Style up-and-out Call
To determine the possible hedging error we propose the following to be appropriate. Note that the error is measured for a nominal of 1 unit of the underlying. We consider three cases.
1. Let S T ≤ K. In this case, the seller who is short the option decides not to hedge as the option is probably out of the money, i.e. delta = 0. If the option turns out to be in the money, i.e. F T > K, the holder of the short position faces a P&L of K − (S(T + ∆ ECB (T )) + δ) (units of the base currency).
2. Let S T > K and S T < B. Hence, one assumes that the option is in the money and delta is 1. If now
3. Let S T ≥ B and F T < B. Here we have a P&L of K −(S(T +∆ ECB (T ))+ δ). Note that other than in the first case, this P&L is of order K − B due to the jump in the payoff.
Discretely Monitored up-and-out Call
We consider a time to maturity of one year with 250 knock-out-events, i.e., the possible knock out occurs every working day at 2:15 p.m. Frankfurt time, when the ECB fixes the reference rate of the underlying currency pair. We propose the following error determination to be appropriate. First of all, we adopt the procedure above for the maturity time. In addition, we consider every knockout-event and examine the following cases.
1. Let S t < B and F t ≥ B. At time t the trader holds ∆(S t ) shares of stock in the delta hedge. He does not unwind the hedge at time t, as the spot is below the barrier. Only after the fixing announcement, it turns out that the hedge needs to be unwound, so he does this with delay and encounters a P&L of
where ∆(S t ) denotes the theoretical delta of the option under consideration, if the spot is at S t . To see this, it is important to note, that the theoretical delta is negative if the underlying is near the barrier B. In this way, the seller of the option has been short the underlying at time t and must buy it in t + ∆ ECB (T ) minutes to close out the hedge. Therefore, he makes profit if the underlying is cheaper in t+∆ ECB (T ), which is reflected in our formula. We shall elaborate later how to compute the theoretical delta, but we would like to point out that whenever we need a spot price at time t to calculate such a delta or to compute the value of a hedge, we refer to S as the tradable instrument instead of the contractually specified underlying F in order to account for the ECB fixing being non-tradable.
2. Let S t ≥ B and F t < B. Here the seller of the option closed out the hedge at time t, though she shouldn't have done so, and in t + ∆ ECB (T ) she needs to build a new hedge. Note again that the theoretical delta is negative. This means that at time t the seller bought the underlying with the according theoretical delta-quantity, and in t + ∆ ECB (T ) she goes short the underlying with the appropriate new delta-quantity. The profit and loss (P&L) is calculated via
The other cases do not lead to errors due to an unexpected fixing announcement. Of course, delta hedging an option in the Black-Scholes model can lead to errors, because of hedge adjustments at discrete times and and because of model risk in general, see, e.g. [1] .
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Calculating the Delta-Hedge Quantity
The valuation of continuously monitored barrier options has been treated, e.g., in [3] . In order to compute the theoretical delta for the discretely monitored upand-out call, for which no closed-form solution is known, in acceptable time and precision, we refer to an approximation proposed by Per Hörfelt in [4] , which works in the following way. Assume the value of the spot is observed at times iT /n, i = 0, . . . , n, and the payoff of the discretely monitored up-and-out call is given by Equation (5). We define the value and abbreviations
where ζ denotes the Riemann zeta function. We define the function
and obtain for the value of the discretely monitored up-and-out call
Using this approximation for the value, we take a finite difference approach for the computation of the theoretical delta,
Analysis of EUR-USD
Considering the simulations for a maturity T of one year, huge hedging errors can obviously only occur near the barrier. The influence of the strike is comparatively small, as we discussed in the error determination procedure above. In this way we chose the values listed in Table 2 to remain constant and only to vary the barrier. Using Monte Carlo simulations with one million paths we show the average of the profit and loss with 99.9% confidence bands and how the probability of a mishedge depends on the position of the barrier in Figure 2 . It appears that the additional costs for the short position are negligible. We also learn that the mishedge is larger for a barrier in a typical traded distance from the spot, i.e. not too close and not too far.
In Figure 3 we plot the barrier against the ratio Hedging Error / TV of the upand-out call and the ECB-fixing as underlying. This relationship is an important message for the risk-averse trader. For a one-year reverse knock-out call we see an average relative hedge error below 5% of TV if the barrier is at least 4 big 
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Finally, we would like to point out that the average loss is not the full story as an average is very sensitive to outliers. Therefore, we present in Figure 4 the distribution of the maximal profits and losses, both in absolute as well as in relative numbers. The actual numbers are presented in Table 3 . We have found other parameter scenarios to behave similarly. The crucial quantity is the intrinsic value at the knock-out barrier. The higher this value, the more dangerous the trade. In particular we do not exhibit the results for the vanilla as there is hardly anything to see. Varying rates and volatilities do not yield any noticeably different results. monitored up-and-out call in EUR-USD. The upside error is the unexpected gain a trader will face. The downside error is his unexpected loss. On average the loss seems small, but the maximum loss can be extremely high. The effect is particularly dramatic for knock-out calls with a large intrinsic value at the barrier as shown in the left hand side. The right hand side shows the maximum gain and loss relative to the TV. Of course, the further the barrier is away from the spot, the smaller the chance of hedging error occurring. As the analysis of the other currency pairs is of similar nature, we list it in the appendix and continue with the conclusion.
Conclusion
We have seen that even though a trader can be in a time interval where he does not know what delta hedge he should hold for an option due to the delay of the fixing announcement, the loss encountered is with probability 99.9% within less than 5% of the TV for usual choices of barriers and strikes and the liquid currency pairs, in which complex barrier options such as a discretely monitored up-and-out call are traded. However, the maximum loss quantity in case of a hedging error can be rather substantial. So in order to take this into account, it appears generally sufficient to charge a maximum of 10% of the TV to cover the potential loss with probability 99.9%. This work shows that the extra premium of 10 basis points per unit of the notional of the underlying, which traders argue is needed when the underlying is the ECB-fixing instead of the spot, is justified and well in line with our results. However, charging 10 basis points extra may be easy to implement, but is not really precise as we have seen, since the error depends heavily on the distance of the barrier from the spot.
Of course the level of complexity of the model can be elaborated further arbitrarily, but using a geometric Brownian motion and a Monte Carlo simulation appears sufficient. The relative errors are small enough not to pursue any further investigation concerning this problem.
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Analysis of USD-CHF
We used the market and contract data listed in Table 4 . We summarize the results in Table 5 and Figure 5 . The results are similar to the analysis of EUR-USD. Time to maturity 1 year Notional 1,000,000 USD Table 4 : USD-CHF testing parameters barrier 1.3300 
Analysis of USD-JPY
We used the market and contract data listed in Table 6 . Again the analysis looks very much like the EUR-USD case. We summarize the results in Table 7 and Figure 6 . 
Analysis of EUR-GBP
To compare we take now EUR-GBP as a currency pair without the USD. We used the market and contract data listed in Table 8 . Again, we observe the usual picture, i.e., a similar hedging error curvature as in EUR-USD. We summarize the results in 
